In the crude analysis the log odds ratio (OR) is estimated by replacing T i in the dietdisease model with the mean of the available set of repeated observed measurements for individual i,R i· = J i j=1 R ij /J i , where J i denotes the number of available repeat measurements for individual i.
Under linear regression calibration the log OR is estimated by replacing T i with E(T i |R i. ) for individuals with repeated measurements and with E(T i |R i1 ) for individuals with only one measurement, where the expectations are the fitted values from the models T i = λ 0 + λ 1Ri· + e i and T i = λ 0 + λ 1 R i1 + e i respectively. Parameters λ 0 , λ 1 , λ 0 , and λ 1 are estimated bŷ
To estimate cov(T i ,R i· ), cov(T i , R i1 ) and E(T i ) we assume that the observed measurements follow the classical measurement error model R ij = T i + ij , where the errors ij are independent of T i and of each other. The classical measurement error assumption is equivalent to the assumption that the observed measurements provide unbiased measures of true intake, which was also used to calculate the fitted valuesT i (θ) under the NEC model. Under this assumption we estimated cov(T i ,R i· ) = cov(T i , R i1 ) = var(T i ) by j,k(j =k) cov(R ij , R ik )/J(J − 1), using only individuals with repeat measurements in the unbalanced data situation. E(T i ) was estimated by J j=1R ·j /J, whereR ·j = n j i=1 R ij /n j and n j denotes the number of individuals with a jth measurement. These calculations would have to be modified in the situation of more unbalanced data, that is when individuals have variable numbers of measurements.
B. SIMULATION STUDY
For a study population of 1000 individuals (i = 1, . . . , 1000) the random effects u 0i and (u 1i , u 2i ) were generated randomly from a binomial distribution and a bivariate normal distribution respectively, and within-person errors ij (j = 1, . . . , 10) were generated randomly from a normal distribution, using the parameters in Table 1 of the main text.
Using equation (2.11), true intake T i was obtained using the generated values for u i and true parameters. As estimated in the EPIC-Norfolk alcohol data, the observed measurements R ij were assumed to be Normally distributed on a Box-Cox transformed scale with λ = 0.25. The transformed observed measurements R * ij were generated from the NEC model defined in (2.1-2.3), and R ij were calculated using the inverse transformation.
The simulation was repeated to give 500 simulated data sets, each containing true intake T i and repeated observed measurements R ij (j = 1, . . . , 10). We repeated the simulation using H(γ 0 ) = 0.75 instead of H(γ 0 ) = 0.88.
In each simulated data set the NEC model was fitted by maximum likelihood using J = 2, 4, 10 repeat measurements per individual, to give estimated parametersθ.
The integrals required to find the joint distribution f (R * i ; θ) of the transformed observed measurements were evaluated numerically using Gauss-Hermite quadrature. The estimated parameters from the NEC model were used to calculate the fitted valuesT i (θ) in each simulated data set using (2.11). The integrals in (2.11) were evaluated numerically using Gauss-Hermite quadrature.
The NEC model was refitted to reduced data in which only 15% of individuals had a complete set of J = 2, 4, 10 repeat measurements while the remaining 85% had just one measurement, R i1 , since 15% of EPIC-Norfolk participants currently have two 7-day diary measurements of alcohol intake.
We generated binary outcomes (disease status) according to logistic models with disease probability exp(α+βT i )/(1+exp(α+βT i )). Parameter β was chosen to give an OR per 10grams/day increase in alcohol intake of 1.2, 1.5 or 2. Parameter α was fixed at -3, resulting in approximately 6%, 9% and 13% of individuals having the disease for ORs 1.2, 1.5 and 2 respectively. The log OR was estimated using the fitted valueŝ T i (θ) and also using the crude approach, linear regression calibration (RC), and the fitted values from the episodic consumers (EC) model. Coverage was estimated as the proportion of simulated data sets in which the 95% confidence interval for the log OR estimate contained the true value.
The simulation described above with H(γ 0 ) = 0.75 was repeated with σ 2 u1 = 2, 8
and σ 2 = 4 and also by increasing the sample size to 5000. We investigated the effects on results of falsely assuming that the random effects u 1i are normally distributed by repeating the simulations using heavy tailed and skew distributions for u 1i . The heavy tailed distribution was created using a mixture of two bivariate normal distributions for (u 1i , u 2i ), the first as in the above simulations and the second replacing σ 2 u 1 by 10 × 4.13
while ρ and σ 2 u 2 remained the same. The skew distribution was again created using a mixture of normals, the first as in the main simulations and the second replacing the mean of 0 for u 1i by a mean of 5. In both cases (u 1i , u 2i ) were sampled from the first distribution with probability 0.8 and from the second with probability 0.2. Finally, we investigated the effects on results of misspecifying the value of the Box-Cox transformation parameter as λ = 0.3.
All analyses were done in R and the maximum likelihood estimation was performed using the nlm (non-linear minimization) function. main results are given Tables 2 and 3 in the paper and additional results in Tables 1-11. C. MEASUREMENT ERROR CORRECTION USING LINEAR REGRESSION
CALIBRATION
Here we explain why linear regression calibration for measurement error correction ought to work well when the observed measurements are subject to excess zeros in the case of a linear model for the association between true intake T i and a continuous outcome Y i . Suppose that we wish to fit the model Y i = a + bT i + i , but instead we fit Y i = a * + b * R i1 + i using the observed exposure. The effect of error in R i1 on the association between the true and observed diet-outcome association is summarised by
.
Under the assumption that the linear model
It follows that the RDR can be estimated from a linear regression of T i on R i1 and that this applies even when there are excess zeros in the observed measurements, because the argument involved no assumption about the association between T i and R i1 . The corrected estimate of β obtained using the RDR is identical to that obtained by replacing
In our simulation study we considered a logistic diet-disease model Pr(Y i = 1|T i ) = exp(α + βT i )/(1 + exp(α + βT i )), where Y i = 1 indicates disease and Y i = 0 indicates no disease. There is no closed form expression for the estimate of β under this model (Rosner and others, 1989) and the explanation above for linear models therefore does not exactly extend to this situation. Our simulation studies have shown, however, that this argument appears to extend approximately to logistic diet-disease associations.
D. SIMULATION STUDY: FFQ-ADJUSTED NEC MODEL
The FFQ-adjusted NEC model in (5.1-5.3) was fitted without covariate adjustment to EPIC-Norfolk data on alcohol intake. The analyses are based on 17,392 individuals with one or two 7-day diary measurements plus one or two FFQ measurements. We also repeated the original unadjusted analysis using this set of individuals. Non-zero 7-day diary and FFQ measurements were transformed using a Box-Cox transformation with λ = 0.25. The resulting parameter estimates are shown in Table 12 .
We simulated data sets of 1000 individuals according to the model in (5.1-5.3) using the parameter estimates in Table 12 . As in the earlier simulations the observed measurements R ij were assumed to be Normally distributed on a Box-Cox transformed scale with λ = 0.25. Measurements Q i were generated following the distribution of the mean FFQ measurements in the EPIC-Norfolk data. We assumed a single FFQ measurement per individual and Q i were generated such that they were 0 with probability 0.21.
Non-zero transformed measurements Q * i were generated from a normal distribution with mean 2.39 and standard deviation 1.93; these were the mean and standard deviation of measurements in the EPIC-Norfolk data after Box-Cox transformation with λ = 0.25.
The simulation was repeated to give 500 simulated data sets, each containing true intake T i , repeated observed measurements R ij (j = 1, . . . , 10), and FFQ measurements Q i . In each simulated data set the NEC model was fitted by maximum likelihood using J = 2, 4, 10 repeat measurements per individual, with and without FFQ-adjustment, to
give estimated parametersθ. These were used to calculate the fitted valuesT i (θ) from the FFQ-adjusted and unadjusted models in each simulated data set. As before, we generated binary outcomes according to logistic models with ORs 1.2, 1.5 and 2 associated with a 10grams/day increase in alcohol intake. Fitted values from the FFQ-adjusted and unadjusted NEC models were used in the diet-disease model to estimate ORs in each simulated data set.
E. ALLOWING SYSTEMATIC BIAS AND CORRELATED ERRORS IN R ij
We have assumed that the observed measurements are unbiased for true intake in order to calculate the fitted valuesT i (θ). However, studies which have compared food record measurements with recovery biomarkers, which provide unbiased measures of true intake, suggest that errors in food record measurements depend on true intake and are correlated across repeated measures (Day and others, 2001; Kipnis and others, 2003) .
In this section we extend the NEC model to allow systematic bias in R ij .
We first allow the errors ij in part (2.3) of the NEC model to be correlated such that they have a multivariate normal distribution with means 0 and variance-covariance matrix Σ with σ 2 on the diagonal and ρ σ 2 on the off-diagonals. The joint distribution of the R * ij measurements given u i and u 0i = 1 is now
is correlated with true intake can be accommodated at the stage at which the fitted val-uesT i (θ) are calculated. We suppose that the association between error in R ij and true intake can be modelled as
The fitted values arê
Values α R = 0 and β R = 1 correspond to the case where there is no intake-related bias in the observed measurements R ij . The parameters α R , β R , and ρ cannot be estimated without comparisons of food record measurements with unbiased measures of food intake. However there are currently no such measurements for any foods and we suggest that sensitivity analyses could be performed to assess the effects of correlated errors and intake-related error. In a small number of studies the structure of error in self-reported measures of nutrient intake, including systematic error in food record measurements, has been estimated using recovery biomarkers, which are available only for intakes of total energy, protein, potassium and sodium (Day and others, 2001; Kipnis and others, 2003) . Suitable values for β R could be chosen from these, though it is not clear that the structure of systematic error in food record measurements should persist in the same way across different foods and nutrients, while values for α R could depend very much on the food in question, and the degree to which α R affects measurement error correction is an area for further work. Table 7 . Change σ 2 u1 to 2: Mean (empirical standard deviation [SD]) of log OR estimates and coverage of 95% confidence intervals across 500 simulated data sets using different correction methods when there are J = 2, 4, 10 repeat measurements per person and 25% of individuals are never-consumers 
